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The traditional electricity generation and power wastage control mechanisms have been used over the years. 

As far as Pakistan’s electric power supply (EPS) is concerned, there come some major problems in mind 

including power outage, electricity downfall, blackout and brownouts etc. In addition to these problems, 

customer satisfaction with billing system of electric supply is another debate in which electricity consumed 

by customer is not apparent and hence the bill generated is always a question mark. Smart grid (SG), with 

its all-smart features, seems to be an effective solution for the complete process from power generation to 

power consumption in Pakistan. As the name depicts, it can automate the process of power generation, 

transmission, distribution, power consumption, demand response, and user liaison along with the overall 

information flow throughout. Besides these features, other additional features of smart grid over traditional 

electricity grid are bidirectional flow of energy, self-controlled demands and generation, customer 

participation and real time data analysis. Increased energy efficiency, improved reliability and maximum 

utilization of resources are some of the key benefits of it. This study takes into account critical issues faced 

by electric power industry in Pakistan.  Furthermore, we present a smart grid infrastructure that can solve 

these critical problems. We also discuss the challenges in implementing smart grid, specifically in Pakistan. 
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When the issue of growing population of Pakistan is discussed, the matter of increasing requirement of gas and 

electricity also comes under consideration [1]. According to [2, 3], the demand for energy will enhance in 

upcoming years by 500-1500 megawatts. Despite of having considerable amount of renewable energy 

resources and strong potential for production of energy with these resources, Pakistan is still deficient in power 

supply as compared to demand and estimated consumption. Rural areas in Pakistan are facing more electricity 

crisis relatively [4]. These factors open path for critical issues related to power management system in Pakistan. 

Some of these issues are being focused here.

• Due to poor governance and weak management control check, power theft is on the top of major 

issues. Some areas are still in developing phase in which there is no check on electricity consumption. 

Power is being utilized in these areas out of cost without billing.  

• Growing population in Pakistan is another cause which requires grids to produce tremendous amount 

of electricity. Since demand is increasing, there is need of generating sufficient power to satisfy this 

additional need. Power outage is a clear consequence of limited power generation which is prolonging 

with time.  

• High energy rates offered to consumers is another big problem that must be revised. 

• Increasing load on feeders results in tripping grids and hence leads to blackouts.  

• Further, the practicing electricity supply system is taking part in carbon emissions which is considered 

to be hazardous of living and non living creatures.   
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• As the technology is modernizing, the addition of more appliances as households is usual and hence a 

source of load on power grids. 

These issues altogether constitute demand for a fully functional system, which along with addressing basic 

problems adequately, equally satisfies customers’ need. To cope up with energy crisis, Smart grid 

infrastructure is proposed and has been implemented in different countries. 

Smart Grid Infrastructure 

Smart grids are electrical grids integrated with smart data communication network the purpose of which is to 

acquire and analyze data in real time from power generation to power consumption [6]. It is an autonomous 

digital system which provides two-way power flow and transparent power usage to customers [7]. Energy 

utilization in smart grids is refined by providing consumers with energy feedback along with real-time pricing 

information in which consumers are not only provided information regarding energy usage they are also 

informed about costs of their electricity consumption. This helps customers to cut down their usage in peak 

hours, in which electricity rates are high as compared to off peak hours, hence improving real-time demand 

response. This elegant operation of smart grid is equally useful for suppliers and their customers to effectively 

manage power supply and consumption.  

Fig. 1 shows electricity flow in smart grid power system architecture having four modules from Generation, 

transmission, distribution, and Customers while market, operation and service provider domains are also linked 

with these modules [8].  Power generation module is responsible for bulk generation of power using renewable 

and non-renewable energy resources. Solar, wind, water (hydro), biomass, and geothermal do not deplete with 

time thus given name renewable while coal, nuclear, oil, and natural gas, are non-renewable resources which 

are available for limited use. Substations are used to transmit electricity to Power Transmission Grids then to 

distribution centers usually consisting of Microgrids. It is therefore provided to customers using smart meters 

where communication among home area network, Industrial area network, Building area network, smart 

electric vehicles and etc takes place. The systems in Advanced metering infrastructure AMI acquire data from 

smart meters and analyze it for efficient energy consumption. 

 

Figure. 1. Smart grid power system architecture. 

Smart grid implementation challenges in Pakistan 

Since Pakistan is economically weak from the day of its establishment and it is still included in the list of 

developing countries, the idea of implementing smart grid here with all well-tuned functionalities seems 

impracticable. Although USAID have been working on smart meters installation project in the country and it 

is also running multiple such projects in different regions [9], there are multiple challenges in full fledged 

functioning smart grid which are documented below. 
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Financial issues 

Rising inflation rate, declining foreign exchange rates, limited overseas trade, decreasing financial profit and 

poor economical structure are some of the main reasons of uneven energy demand and supply ratio in Pakistan. 

The current pandemic in the state is worsening the situation more. These financial crises hinder the economy 

to install such state-of-the-art technology. 

Installation of Microgirds in existing setup   

The cost of installing microgrids in current electrical grid systems is another add-on on the feeble economy of 

Pakistan [10]. 

Deployment of emerging technologies 

From home appliances to microgrids and grid stations, all levels of implementation of smart gird make use of 

emerging technologies which require support from international manufacturing companies for uninterruptable 

power setup as local manufacturing companies need to be upgraded [11]. 

Using Renewable Energy Resources 

Pakistan government needs to focus on the production of energy using renewable energy resources [12]. Solar 

and wind are considered to be the two most useful resources in which Pakistan is self-sufficient but utilizing 

these resources also requires proper functional systems.     

Lack of awareness  

Utilization of resources in regard of deploying Smart power grid in Pakistan need awareness campaigns for 

not only consumers but also for the service providers so that Demand Response stability and Consumer 

Efficiency can be achieved.  

Weak policy infrastructure  

Government should thoughtfully contemplate this issue and make significant policies for smart grid installation 

throughout the country. 

Traditional electric power grid in Pakistan is undergoing various issues as energy consumption since last few 

decades has been increased gradually. Consumers are facing power outage problems along with high electricity 

bills. Smart power grid implementation in Pakistan can solve these issues intelligently.  Somehow, smart 

meters have been installed in some regions but proper setup will face challenges some of which have been 

discussed.    
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